Suppose AT is a Banach space, G is a connected open subset of X, and p is a continuously Fréchet differentiable function from G into G satisfying p(p(x))=p (x) for each x in G. We prove that p(G) is a differentiable submanifold of X and use this result to show that the maximal subgroup containing an idempotent in a differentiable semigroup is a Lie group.
In [4] Nadler proved that the image of a differentiable projection defined on an open subset of a Euclidean space is a differentiable manifold. Theorem 1. Suppose each of X, p, and G is as above. There is a closed linear subspace Y of X and a set H={hx} of functions, one for each x in p(G) so that, for each x inp(G), hx is a homeomorphismfrom a neighborhood of x inp(G) onto a neighborhood ofO in Y, hx(x)=0, and if each of x and y is in p(G) with y in dom(hx) then there is a neighborhood Uxv ofO in Y so that hx ° fÇ1 is continuously differentiable on Uxy.
First, we establish some notation. Since p2=p we have, by the chain rule, that p'(p(x)) ° p'(x)=p '(x) for each x in G. In particular, if x is in piG) then p\x) is a continuous linear idempotent mapping from X into X. Denote by Yx the image of p\x) if x is in piG). Letpx denote the function defined from G-x to G-x by pjy)=piy+x) -x for each x in piG). Finally, if d is a positive number denote by Rid) the subset of X to which x belongs if and only if ||x|| <d. Lemma 1. If x is in piG) then there is a dx>0 so that p'ix) is one-to-one on Ridx)ripxiG-x).
Proof.
Choose dx by continuity of p'x so that if y is in Ridx) then y is in G-x and \\p'x(y)-p'x(0)\\ <i.
Suppose that each of y and z is in R(dx)r\px(G- Proof. This is a simple application of the inverse function theorem [2, p. 268] and the observation that (fx\Yxn(G-x))' (0) is the identity function on Yx.
Lemma 3. If x is in p(G) then (px\Ux) is a homeomorphism onto a neighborhood ofO in px(G -x).
Proof.
By Lemma 2, px is one-to-one on Ux. Choose e positive and less than dx so thatp'(x)(R(e)) is contained in Vx. If y is in R(e)r\px(G-x) then, by Lemma 2, there is a z in px(Ux) so that p'(x)(z)=p'(x)(y).
Since px(Ux) is contained in R(dx) and e<dx we have y=z is in px(Ux). Hence px(Ux) is a neighborhood of 0 in px(G-x). Let gx=(px\Ux)~l and suppose each of y and z is in Bx = dom(gx).
h\\gx(y) -g»(z)|| since each of gxiy) and gx(z) is in R(dx). Thus \\gx(y)-gx(z)\\^2\\y-z\\ and we are done.
For each x inp(G) let CJ.=Äa.+x and define mx on C^. by mx(y)=gx(y-x). Cx is a neighborhood of x in /?(G) and mx is a homeomorphism from Cx onto f7,.
Lemma 4. Suppose each of x and y is in piG) and y is in Cx. Then there is a d{x,y)>0 such that imx o m^l\R(d(x,y))r\Uv) is continuously differentiable.
Proof. If y is in Cm then y-x is in Bx. pxiy-x)=y-x so by continuity of px and + there is a dix, y)>0 so that each of R (d(x,y) ) and y-x+ Ridix, y)) is contained in G-x and px{y-x+Ridix, y))) is contained in Bx.
From Lemma 2, ifilU^1 is continuously differentiable on Vx. f is continuously differentiable on G-x, so the function nx defined on Ridix, y)) by nx(w)=fiw+y-x) is continuously differentiable.
If iv is in R(d(x,y))nUy then 
= (/. I y.r' ° («« I ^ n R(«/(x, y)))(w).
This is the composition of differentiable functions so we are done. . Suppose {zj is a sequence in /Í, and {zn} converges to i. Applying p to the sequence and its limit we have: />(z) = lim/i(r") = lim z" = z. Hence z is in piG). (This argument shows piG) is closed.) There is an n such that r" is in Dz. z" is in Am for some m so z is in /!,",,. Thus A,, is closed in //(G) and hence is p(G).
y is in A" for some n and hence F" is linearly homeomorphic to Yr. Chooser in//(G) and for each iin/i(G) let £" be a linear homeomorphism from F" onto Fr.
Let Y= Yz and hx=Tx ° mx for each x in piG). Since p'(z) is an idempotent, Yz is the kernel of I-p'(z) and is therefore closed. Moreover, the kernel of p'(z) is a closed complement to Yz in A\ so we satisfy the conditions for a submanifold to be modeled on Y. The closed subspace Y and set of homeomorphisms {hx:x is in p(G)} satisfy the conclusion of Theorem 1.
The next theorem uses Theorem 1 to obtain some information on idempotents in differentiable semigroups. if (x, y) is in ^4. Thus W is continuously differentiable on a neighborhood of (0,0) in Yx Y and W(x,0)=x=W(0,x) for each appropriate x in Y. Hence, from [1] or in another way from [3] , (Y, W,0) is a local Lie group. g~x is the topological isomorphism required for the conclusion of Theorem 2.
